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FICTION: Action & Adventure
 King of Kings, No. 2 (Courtneys & Ballantynes) Smith, Wilbur A.
A sequel to the best-selling The Triumph of the Sun finds a heartbroken Amber joining her twin on a mining venture
in the wilds of Abyssinia before an invasion on the border threatens her reconciliation with Penrod.
FICTION: Christian
 The Patient One, No. 1 (Walnut Creek) Gray, Shelley Shepard.
Seven childhood best friends—some Amish, some Mennonite and some English—reunite in the wake of the
wrenching suicide of one of their own and resolve for his sake to look out for each other.
FICTION: Dystopian
 A Boy and His Dog at the End of the World Fletcher, C. A.
When a beloved family dog is stolen, her boy owner sets out on a life-changing journey through the ruins of a
dystopian world to bring her back.
FICTION: General
 Trust Exercise Choi, Susan.
Falling in love while attending a competitive 1980s performing arts high school, David and Sarah rise through the
ranks before the realities of their family dynamics and economic statuses trigger a spiral that impacts their adult
lives.
 The Ash Family Dektar, Molly.
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Drawn by a mysterious stranger to a remote farming community that lives off the fertile mountain lands, a North
Carolina teen is seduced by their high ideals before new friends begin to disappear.
 Before We Were Wicked Dickey, Eric Jerome.
Ken Swift from Bad Men and Wicked Women falls obsessively in love with a Harvard-bound beauty before a onenight stand culminates in an unplanned pregnancy that is further complicated by their disparate backgrounds.
 Beyond the Point Gibson, Claire.
Three West Point cadets—including a nationally ranked point guard, an Army general's faith-driven granddaughter
and a rebellious homecoming queen—embark on bond-forging military careers on the eve of the September 11
attacks.
 Feast Your Eyes Goldberg, Myla.
The life of a controversial mid-20th-century photographer is chronicled through her daughter's memories, interviews
with her intimates and excerpts from journals and letters documenting her quest for artistic legitimacy in the face of
public notoriety.
 The Cook de Kerangal, Maylis. Trans by Sam Taylor
A follow-up to The Heart follows the coming-of-age of a self-taught chef who endures setbacks in his career,
relationships and mental stability before rediscovering his passions, a journey witnessed by a nameless narrator who
might be in love with him.
 Chronicles of a Radical Hag (With Recipes) Landvik, Lorna.
When beloved columnist Haze Evans falls into a coma, Susan McGrath, filling the void with Haze’s past columns,
stumbles upon secrets that have been locked in the files for decades.
 White Elephant Langsdorf, Julie.
When the owner of a gaudy monstrosity of a house compromises suburban aesthetics to sell the property, his fed-up
neighbors stumble over private challenges to orchestrate an increasingly hostile, laugh-out-loud turf war.
 The Library of Lost and Found Patrick, Phaedra.
A shy librarian whose kind heart is often exploited receives a mysterious book of fairy tales from the beloved
grandmother she believed dead and embarks on a perspective-changing journey of astonishing family secrets.
 Soon the Light Will Be Perfect Patterson, Dave.
A young altar boy questions his impoverished family's hard-line Catholic beliefs in the face of his father's weaponsplant job, his mother's diagnosis with cancer and a peer's struggles against the pressures of growing up too fast.
 Miracle at St. Andrews (Miracle) Patterson, James & de Jonge, Peter.
A latest entry in the series that includes Miracle on the 17th Green finds a former professional golfer seeking
personal inspiration during a pilgrimage to the mythical greens at St. Andrews.
 Normal People Rooney, Sally.
The unconventional secret childhood bond between a popular boy and a lonely, intensely private girl is tested by
character reversals in their first year at a Dublin college that render one introspective and the other social, but selfdestructive.
 The Old Drift Serpell, Namwali.
Three generations of a cursed family traverse from India and Italy to England and ultimately a fantastical Zambia of
the near future, where an interstitial Greek chorus of mosquitoes traces their vibrant human experiences as children,
parents and grandparents.
 Savage News Yellin, Jessica.
A first novel by the award-winning former CNN chief White House correspondent follows the career of a woman
cable news journalist who navigates ratings wars, sexual harassment and impossible standards throughout a
precarious diplomatic and political incident.
FICTION: Historical
 The Binding Collins, Bridget.
In a magical world where books are repositories of individual lives, a reviled Bookbinder's apprentice crafts elegant
memory volumes to help troubled customers before discovering that others in his profession use their skills for dark
ends.
 The Poison Bed Fremantle, Elizabeth.
The Jacobean court of 1615 is scandalously upended by a murder, the imprisonment of a celebrated wealthy couple
and secrets that influence the king's ability to act on his own suspicions.
 The Bookshop of the Broken Hearted Hillman, Robert.
In 1960s Australia, a lonely farmer finds his life turned upside down by the arrival of a vibrant librarian.
 Lost Roses Kelly, Martha Hall.
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Based on true events, a tale set a generation before Lilac Girls traces the stories of three women, including
Caroline Ferriday's mother, a Romanov cousin and a fortune-teller's daughter, against a backdrop of the Russian
revolution and World War I.
 The Editor Rowley, Steven.
A struggling writer in 1990s New York City gets his big break from none other than Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis.
FICTION: Mystery & Detective
 Blood Oath, No. 20 (Alexandra Cooper) Fairstein, Linda.
A key witness' revelation about a sexual assault at the hands of a prominent official is complicated by rumors about
a colleague's abusive conduct and another associate's violent, mysterious collapse.
 Death of a New American, No. 2 (Jane Prescott) Fredericks, Mariah.
A follow-up to A Death of No Importance finds ladies' maid Jane Prescott accompanying her employers to a family
wedding in Long Island that is threatened by a nanny's murder, mafia threats against their host and dark secrets.
 Lights! Camera! Puzzles! (Puzzle Lady Mysteries) Hall, Parnell.
When her ex's sensational tell-all about their lives is optioned for a movie, Puzzle Lady Cora Felton reluctantly
accepts a producer role's in the much-despised production before a body is found on set, staged with a crossword
puzzle clue.
 Who Slays the Wicked, No. 4 (Sebastian St. Cyr) Harris, C. S.
Assisting Bow Street magistrate Sir Henry Lovejoy when a dissolute young gentleman is brutally murdered,
Sebastian St. Cyr scrambles to find the killer to exonerate his wrongly implicated niece.
 The Tale Teller, No. 5 (Leaphorn, Chee & Manuelito) Hillerman, Anne.
Investigating the disappearance of a priceless Navajo artifact, retired Tribal Police detective Joe Leaphorn receives a
sinister warning at the same time a leading suspect dies under mysterious circumstances.
 The Department of Sensitive Crimes, No. 1 (Detective Varg) McCall Smith, Alexander.
Tasked with their Swedish Police Department's most unusual cases, lead detective Ulf Varg and his colorful
associates investigate a bizarre stabbing, a lost imaginary boyfriend and a haunted spa.
 Triple Jeopardy, No. 2 (Daniel Pitt) Perry, Anne.
The lawyer son of Charlotte and Thomas Pitt is forced to defend a disreputable British diplomat in the wake of an
embezzlement scandal and rumors of his link to a murder cover-up.
 Miss Julia Takes the Wheel, No. 22 (Miss Julia) Ross, Ann B.
Miss Julia's efforts to understand mysteries surrounding an unscrupulous new doctor and his painfully shy wife are
complicated by Lloyd's first car and a newly divorced LuAnne's makeover in accordance with a new funeral home
job.
 The Loch Ness Papers, No. 4 (Scottish Bookshop Mysteries) Shelton, Paige.
Scrambling to find a last-minute pastor for her wedding, bookseller Delaney Nichols befriends an elderly Loch Ness
monster enthusiast whose influence she staunchly defends and investigates when he is wrongly accused of
murdering his own nephew.
 The American Agent, No. 15, (Maisie Dobbs) Winspear, Jacqueline.
Coordinating an effort between Scotland Yard and the Secret Service, Maisie Dobbs investigates the murder of an
American war correspondent in London during the World War II Blitz.
FICTION: Romance
 Under the Table Evanovich, Stephanie.
The best-selling author of Big Girl Panties presents a modern adaptation of My Fair Lady in the story of a canny
young divorcée who makes over her socially awkward millionaire client, with unexpected results.
 The Girl He Used to Know Garvis-Graves, Tracey.
A tumultuous but tender love affair between a socially awkward chess club member and a courageous, quirky girl is
shattered by an unforeseen tragedy that forces them to confront respective anxieties when they reunite a decade
later.
 The Book of Dreams George, Nina.
Rendered comatose after an act of heroism, a man revisits memories of his British youth, while his ex forges an
unexpected, profound friendship with the teenage son he has never known.
 One Summer in Paris Morgan, Sarah.
Embarking on a solo Paris vacation after being dumped by her husband of 25 years, cautious Grace unexpectedly
bonds with a rebellious London teen who helps her forge new understandings of family, love and self-confidence.
 Stone Bridges, No. 9 (Swift River Valley) Neggers, Carla.
Taking a temporary job in small-town Knights Bridge to meet the father she never knew, Adrienne joins a local
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search for three lost boys before bonding with a longtime local who makes her question her future choices.
The Cliff House Thayne, RaeAnne.
Growing up dependent on each other for everything, two orphaned sisters and their aunt reevaluate their choices at a
crossroads in life.
 The Savior, No. 18 (Black Dagger Brotherhood) Ward, J. R.
Returning to Caldwell to correct the mistake that expelled him from the Black Dagger Brotherhood, the vampire
Murhder falls in love with a medical researcher who makes a torturous discovery about her late ex's secret
experiments.
FICTION: Science Fiction
 Master and Apprentice (Star Wars) Gray, Claudia.
A first canon Star Wars novel to take place before the events of The Phantom Menace explores Obi-Wan Kenobi's
apprenticeship as a young Jedi under Qui-Gon Jinn.
 Emily Eternal Wheaton, Mark.
Designed in a lab to help humans process trauma when the Earth's sun begins to die prematurely, an artificial
consciousness discovers a possible way to save humanity, only to be attacked by individuals who would control her
technology.
FICTION: Suspense
 Redemption, No. 5 (Memory Man) Baldacci, David.
Confronted by the first murder suspect of his early career while visiting his hometown, FBI detective Amos Decker
reexamines startling connections to another crime that make him question if he arrested the wrong man years earlier.
 The Better Sister Burke, Alafair.
When a prominent Manhattan lawyer is murdered, two estranged sisters—one the victim's widow, the other his ex—
navigate long-standing resentments to uncover devastating family secrets.
 Confessions of an Innocent Man Dow, David R.
When an Austin billionaire is murdered, her husband, Rafael Zhettah, the son of poor Mexican immigrants, is sent to
death row, only to have DNA evidence vindicate him six years later, spurring him to take revenge on the people that
ruined his life.
 My Lovely Wife Downing, Samantha.
A seemingly typical suburban husband discloses the secret ways that his wife of 15 years and he keep their marriage
alive and chase away domestic boredom by orchestrating creative ways to get away with murder.
 The Night Visitors Goodman, Carol.
A social worker living alone in a run-down house in the woods offers shelter to a young boy and a woman fleeing an
abusive relationship before their lives are threatened by dangerous secrets.
 Before She Was Found Gudenkauf, Heather.
The Edgar Award-nominated author of The Weight of Silence presents a high-suspense thriller involving three young
girlfriends, a dark obsession and a chilling crime that shakes up a quiet Iowa community.
 The A List, No. 14 (Ali Reynolds) Jance, J. A.
Settling into a quieter life a decade after a career scandal, a once-high-profile newscaster is approached by someone
from her past who compels her to make a difficult choice.
 Dark Tribute, No. 24 (Eve Duncan) Johansen, Iris.
Kidnapped by a mysterious adversary from her grandfather's past, violin prodigy Cara Delaney struggles to escape
and protect her loved ones from becoming casualties of dark forces from her tragic childhood.
 Metropolis, No. 14 (Bernie Gunther) Kerr, Philip.
A Bernie Gunther origin story is set during his first weeks on Berlin's Murder Squad and finds a twentysomething
Bernie investigating a particularly violent wave of murders targeting the city's vulnerable prostitutes and homeless
veterans.
 Miracle Creek Kim, Angie.
A dramatic murder trial in the aftermath of an experimental medical treatment and a fatal explosion upends a rural
Virginia community where personal secrets and private ambitions complicate efforts to uncover what happened.
 Saving Meghan Palmer, D. J.
A family's desperate search for a cure for a daughter's rare illness is compounded by a passionate doctor's own loss
and disturbing allegations against the patient's mother that pit the family and the medical team against each other.
 Black and Blue, No. 3 (Doug Brock Thrillers) Rosenfelt, David.
Struggling with amnesia after surviving a shooting, Doug Brock reinvestigates a cold case involving the DNA of a
man he eliminated as a suspect, but can no longer remember.
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Neon Prey, No. 29 (Prey) Sandford, John.
When a seemingly minor investigation leads to the discovery of trophies from a score of murders, Lucas
Davenport lands on the trail of an enigmatic killer who has been able to operate for years below the radar.
 Someone Knows Scottoline, Lisa.
Haunted by her role in a covered-up prank gone wrong decades earlier, Allie returns to her childhood home and
resolves to uncover the truth, before making a shattering discovery.
FICTION: Westerns
 Have Brides, Will Travel, No. 1 Johnstone, William W. & Johnstone, J. A.
Things get complicated when Bo Creel and Scratch Mortonare are tasked with delivering five mail-order brides
safely to a mining town in New Mexico Territory.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------NONFICTION: Body, Mind & Spirit
 The Art of Simple Living: 100 Daily Practices From a Japanese Zen Monk for a Lifetime of Calm and Joy
Masuno, Shunmyo. Illus by Harriet Lee-Merrion.
Relax and find happiness amid the swirl of the modern world with this internationally best-selling guide to
simplifying your life by a Japanese monk who embodies the wisdom of Zen.
 The Path Made Clear: Discovering Your Life's Direction and Purpose Winfrey, Oprah.
The award-winning global media leader and philanthropist offers a guide for identifying one's purpose and creating
a framework for a life that is both successful and meaningful, sharing inspirational quotes by some of today's most
influential cultural figures.
NONFICTION: Business & Economics
 Trillion Dollar Coach: The Leadership Playbook of Silicon Valley's Bill Campbell Schmidt, Eric; Rosenberg,
Jonathan; & Eagle, Alan.
The team behind How Google Works draws on the examples of legendary business mentor Bill Campbell to share
the management and team-building lessons he imparted to such prominent clients as Google, Apple and Intuit.
NONFICTION: Health & Fitness
 Dementia Reimagined: Building a Life of Joy and Dignity From Beginning to End Powell, Tia.
A leading psychiatrist and bioethicist draws on historical research, family experiences and the latest focus on
Alzheimer's in a cultural and medical history of dementia that urgently calls for a return to care-oriented approaches.
 Clean and Lean: 30 Days, 30 Foods, a New You! Smith, Ian K.
The best-selling author of The Clean 20 outlines a diet and lifestyle plan that combines energy-bolstering exercises
with high-nutrient, real foods for optimizing how the body is supposed to work for rapid, effective weight loss.



Hashimoto's Food Pharmacology: Nutrition Protocols and Healing Recipes to Take Charge of Your Thyroid
Health Wentz, Izabella.
A pioneering expert in lifestyle interventions for treating Hashimoto's thyroiditis shares 125 recipes for revitalizing
the immune system, minimizing medication dependency and improving chronic symptoms.
NONFICTION: History
 American Moonshot: John F. Kennedy and the Great Space Race Brinkley, Douglas.
The historian author of Cronkite draws on new primary source material and firsthand interviews in a reassessment of
the space program that examines the political, cultural and scientific factors that launched NASA and the space race.
 Accidental Presidents: Eight Men Who Changed America Cohen, Jared.
Illuminates the evolution of American presidential power through the unique lens of the eight successors to
presidents who died in office, sharing insights into the significant historical contributions of leaders who came to the
office indirectly.
 Stony the Road: Reconstruction, White Supremacy, and the Rise of Jim Crow Gates, Henry Louis, Jr.
The NAACP Image Award-winning creator of The African Americans: Many Rivers to Cross chronicles America's
post-Civil War struggle for racial equality and the violent counterrevolution that resubjugated black Americans
throughout the 20th century.
 The Problem of Democracy: The Presidents Adams Confront the Cult of Personality Isenberg, Nancy &
Burstein, Andrew.
A bold recasting of the second and sixth presidents, father and son John and John Quincy Adams, explores how they
worked to partially protect a fledgling American democracy from its vulnerabilities to popularity-driven elections
and an elite ruling class.
 The Five: The Untold Lives of the Women Killed by Jack the Ripper Rubenhold, Hallie.
Researched portraits of the five women murdered by Jack the Ripper in 1888 challenge popular beliefs to reveal
each victim's historically relevant and diverse background while discussing the cultural and gender disadvantages
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that rendered them vulnerable.



The League of Wives: The Untold Story of the Women Who Took on the U.S. Government to Bring Their
Husbands Home Lee, Heath Hardage.
The award-winning author of Winnie Davis traces the stories of five Vietnam POW wives, from their early years as
convention-ruled married women through their transformations into national lobbyists, advocates, international
human-rights figures, spies and rescuers.
 The Storm on Our Shores: One Island, Two Soldiers, and the Forgotten Battle of World War II Obmascik,
Mark.
The Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist and author of the best-selling The Big Year traces how a World War II soldier's
discoveries in a Japanese surgeon's diary helped change a war-torn America's perceptions of Japan.
 Revolutionary: George Washington at War O'Connell, Robert L.
The military historian and author of Fierce Patriot presents a bold reappraisal of George Washington as a young
soldier of destiny whose Revolutionary War leadership came to define the American character.
 Ungovernable: The Victorian Parent's Guide to Raising Flawless Children Oneill, Therese.
The best-selling author of Unmentionable presents an uproarious illustrated guide to Victorian child-rearing that
includes such advice as how much lager to consume while pregnant and which toys are most likely to render
children sexual deviants.
NONFICTION: Humor
 Fifty Things That Aren't My Fault: Essays From the Grown-Up Years Guisewite, Cathy.
The award-winning creator of the iconic Cathy comic strip presents an illustrated first collection of whimsical, wise
and honest essays about being a woman in what she lovingly terms, "the panini generation."
NONFICTION: Medical
 The Pandemic Century: One Hundred Years of Panic, Hysteria, and Hubris Honigsbaum, Mark.
Chronicles the last century of scientific struggle against deadly contagious disease—from the 1918 Spanish
influenza pandemic to the recent SARS, Ebola and Zika epidemics—examining related epidemiological mysteries
and the role of disease in exacerbating world conflicts.
NONFICTION: Nature
 Down From the Mountain: The Life and Death of a Grizzly Bear Andrews, Bryce.
The award-winning conservationist and author of Badluck Way documents the story of an endangered grizzly and
how her struggles to raise her cubs in the face of climate change and shrinking wildlands reflect changing human
values.
NONFICTION: Parenting
 Nanaville: Adventures in Grandparenting Quindlen, Anna.
The Pulitzer Prize-winning columnist and #1 New York Times best-selling author offers a big-hearted book of
wisdom, insight and wit celebrating the joys of being a grandmother.
 How to Raise a Boy Reichert, Michael C.
At a time when many boys are in crisis, the author provides a much-needed roadmap for helping boys grow into
strong and compassionate men.
NONFICTION: Political Science
 Gray Day: My Undercover Mission to Expose America's First Cyber Spy O'Neill, Eric.
A cybersecurity expert and former FBI operative traces his undercover mission to capture a notorious Russian mole,
describing how under the guise of a computer tech he gathered evidence against his own boss, exposing America's
vulnerability to Russian cyberespionage.
 The Hill to Die On: The Battle for Congress and the Future of Trump's America Sherman, Jake & Palmer,
Anna.
The Politico senior writers and authors of Political Playbook trace the inside story of the battle for Congress in the
2018 midterm elections, from the clashes between the Freedom Caucus and Paul Ryan to the controversies
surrounding Brett Kavanaugh's confirmation.
NONFICTION: Psychology
 Maybe You Should Talk to Someone: A Therapist, HER Therapist, and Our Lives Revealed Gottlieb, Lori.
The national advice columnist and best-selling author of toughLOVE presents a behind-the-scenes tour of a
therapist's world from the perspective of both a patient and a psychotherapist who found answers in her client's
journeys.
NONFICTION: Science
 Losing Earth: A Recent History Rich, Nathaniel.
A groundbreaking account of the failures that prevented the world from committing to taking measures against
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climate change documents key negotiations against the backdrop of 1980s history while explaining what the
choices of the past mean for today's world.
 Once a Wolf: The Science Behind Our Dogs' Astonishing Genetic Evolution Sykes, Bryan.
The best-selling author of The Seven Daughters of Eve reveals how all dogs share a common ancestry with a small
group of domesticated wolves and how the vast range of canine breeds were created by a few gene mutations.
NONFICTION: Self-Help
 Mentors: How to Help and Be Helped Brand, Russell.
A noted comedian, actor and author of Revolution explores the idea of mentoring and shares what he's learned from
the guidance of his own helpers, heroes and mentors.
 Burnout: The Secret to Unlocking the Stress Cycle Nagoski, Emily & Nagoski, Amelia..
The best-selling author of Come as You Are and her sister reveal why women experience burnout differently than
men, outlining science-based, feminist recommendations for reducing stress, resisting negative media and
befriending one's inner critic. Includes pie charts, worksheets and graphs.
 Dear Universe: 200 Mini-Meditations for Instant Manifestations Prout, Sarah.
Traces the author's journey from an indebted abuse survivor and single parent to a happily married head of a
million-dollar business, sharing short meditations for attracting positive life experiences by guiding personal
emotions.
NONFICTION: Social Science
 Biased: Uncovering the Hidden Prejudice That Shapes What We See, Think, and Do Eberhardt, Jennifer L.
A Stanford professor, MacArthur grant recipient and leading expert on unconscious racial bias examines the
manifestations of automatic racism in today's world and how they influence contemporary race relations and
criminal justice.
 A Sin by Any Other Name: Reckoning with Racism and the Heritage of the South Lee, Robert W. Foreword by
Bernice A. King.
An activist, pastor and direct descendant of Confederate general Robert E. Lee traces his upbringing in the American
South with a name associated with the double-sided realities of honor, privilege, inequality and the misinterpretation
of Christian values.
 Republic of Lies: American Conspiracy Theorists and Their Surprising Rise to Power Merlan, Anna.
Blends historical analysis with on-the-ground reporting in a tour through the landscape and relevance of modern
conspiracy theories that explores present-day phenomena ranging from birthers and Pizzagate to fake news and
global warming as a Chinese hoax.
NONFICTION: Sports & Recreation
 K: A History of Baseball in Ten Pitches Kepner, Tyler.
A history of the national pastime as told through the craft of pitching draws on years of archival research and
interviews with more than 300 star athletes to reveal the colorful stories and folklore behind 10 major pitches.
 Inside the Empire: The True Power Behind the New York Yankees Klapisch, Bob & Solotaroff, Paul.
A behind-the-scenes, unstinting portrait of how deals and decisions are made within the Yankees clubhouse features
controversial revelations about iconic figures, the 2018 season and the franchise's considerable wealth.
 LeBron, Inc.: The Making of a Billion-Dollar Athlete Windhorst, Brian.
The best-selling author of Return of the King traces the story of LeBron James' professional journey to becoming a
billion-dollar global brand and businessman who has influenced how professional athletes understand their value.
NONFICTION: Technology
 Coders: The Making of a New Tribe and the Remaking of the World Thompson, Clive.
Examines in depth computer programmers, looking at who they are, how they think, what qualifies as greatness in
their world and what should give readers pause.
 Talk to Me: How Voice Computing Will Transform the Way We Live, Work, and Think Vlahos, James.
A New York Times Magazine tech writer explores an impending revolution in voice recognition, discussing how it
will transform Silicon Valley and change how computers, the internet and other resources are used.
NONFICTION: True Crime
 The Last Stone: A Masterpiece of Criminal Interrogation Bowden, Mark.
The best-selling author of Black Hawk Down documents the story of how five skilled detectives navigated the
deceptions of a prisoner who hid his role in the 1975 disappearance of two young sisters
 Murder by the Book: The Crime That Shocked Dickens's London Harman, Claire.
Traces the lesser-known story of a Victorian-era murder that rocked literary London, revealing how the killer
organized his defense by blaming his behavior on a popular crime novel.
BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY
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Working: Researching, Interviewing, Writing Caro, Robert A.
The two-time Pulitzer Prize-winning author of The Power Broker and The Years of Lyndon Johnson provides an
unprecedented gathering of vivid, candid and deeply revealing recollections about his experiences researching and
writing his acclaimed books.
They Said It Couldn't Be Done: The '69 Mets, New York City, and the Most Astounding Season in Baseball
History Coffey, Wayne.
A 50th-anniversary chronicle of the 1969 "Miracle Mets" season places their unlikely championship against a
backdrop of the space race and the Vietnam War, sharing insight into the contributions of such individuals as Jerry
Koosman, Gil Hodges and Ed Charles.
To Stop a Warlord: My Story of Justice, Grace, and the Fight for Peace Davis, Shannon Sedgwick. Foreword
by Howard Buffett.
An award-winning human-rights advocate shares the true story of her unconventional alliance with a Ugandan
general to stop a warlord whose resistance army had displaced millions, conscripted tens of thousands of child
soldiers and killed over 100,000 people.
CSNY: Crosby, Stills, Nash and Young Doggett, Peter.
In honor of the 50th anniversary of Woodstock and the formation of the band itself, the author presents a biography
focused on the formative and highly influential early years of what Rolling Stone magazine called “rock’s first
supergroup”—Crosby, Stills, Nash and Young.
Serving the Servant: Remembering Kurt Cobain Goldberg, Danny.
Published to commemorate the 25th anniversary of Cobain's death, a biographical portrait by Nirvana's music
manager shares unique insights into such subjects as the meteoric success of Nevermind, Cobain's marriage to
Courtney Love and his industry-changing suicide.
Finding My Voice: My Journey to the West Wing and the Path Forward Jarrett, Valerie.
The longest-serving senior advisor in the Obama White House shares her experiences as an Iran-born AfricanAmerican woman as well as a family member, lawyer, public servant and government leader at a dynamic period in
American history.
American Spirit: Profiles in Resilience, Courage, and Faith Kyle, Taya & DeFelice, Jim.
The best-selling author of American Wife and widow of "American Sniper" Chris Kyle presents an inspiring
collection of stories from history and the author's personal life that showcase the resilience of the American spirit.



Freedom's Detective: The Secret Service, the Ku Klux Klan and the Man Who Masterminded America's First
War on Terror Lane, Charles.
Chronicles the lesser-known story of the Reconstruction-era Secret Service and its battle against the KKK's effort to
suppress the emancipated African-American vote, sharing particular insights into the career of controversial Secret
Service chief, Hiram C. Whitley.
 No Happy Endings: A Memoir McInerny, Nora.
The author of It's Okay to Laugh and host of the Terrible, Thanks for Asking podcast shares meditative reflections
on a catastrophic year marked by the losses of her husband, father and unborn second child.
 The Matriarch: Barbara Bush and the Making of an American Dynasty Page, Susan.
Drawing on diary access and more than 100 interviews, a vibrant portrait of the former first lady by the Washington
bureau chief of USA Today includes coverage of Barbara Bush's private struggles and remarkable political
achievements.
 A Woman of No Importance: The Untold Story of the American Spy Who Helped Win World War II Purnell,
Sonia.
Traces the lesser-known story of mid-20th-century spy Virginia Hall, detailing her pivotal role in coordinating
Resistance activities in Europe that helped change the course of World War II.
 On Faith: Lessons From an American Believer Scalia, Antonin. Ed by Christopher J. Scalia & Edward Whelan.
Foreword by Clarence Thomas.
An inspirational collection of the late Supreme Court Justice's reflections, articles and other writings on faith in
modern America shares insights into his own distinctly religious life and the Constitution-protected religious
liberties that may be facing challenges.
 Ladies Who Punch: The Explosive Inside Story of "The View" Setoodeh, Ramin.
Draws on host interviews and unprecedented access in a dishy backstage tour of the influential morning television
show that shares first-person insights into its strong personalities, power struggles and interpersonal dynamics.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------LARGE PRINT FICTION: Christian
 A Tender Hope (Cimarron Creek Trilogy) Cabot, Amanda.
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As far as Thea Michener is concerned, it's time for a change. With her husband murdered and her muchanticipated baby stillborn, there is nothing left for her in Ladreville. Having accepted a position as Cimarron
Creek's midwife, she has no intention of remarrying and trying for another child. So when a handsome Texas Ranger
appears on her doorstep with an abandoned baby, Thea isn't sure her heart can take it.
 Castle on the Rise (A Lost Castle Novel) Cambron, Kristy.
A storied castle. A band of rebels. A nation chasing a centuries-old dream of freedom. And three women who rise
above it all....
 Friends to the End (Walnut Creek Series) Gray, Shelley Shepard.
Discover the charming first novella in a new Amish romance series from the New York Times bestselling author of
Love Held Captive and The Gift.
 The Patient One, No. 1 (Walnut Creek) Gray, Shelley Shepard.
Seven childhood best friends—some Amish, some Mennonite and some English—reunite in the wake of the
wrenching suicide of one of their own and resolve for his sake to look out for each other.
 The Memory House Hauck, Rachel.
Embracing the future means remembering the past . . .
 The Tinderbox Lewis, Beverly.
Can the Millers find a way forward through the turmoil to a place of forgiveness and acceptance?
 When You Are Near (Brookstone Brides) Peterson, Tracie.
After her father's death, Lizzy Brookstone, the star trick rider of the all-female Brookstone Wild West Extravaganza,
takes over management of the traveling show. In her new role, she has to work with both Wesley DeShazer, the man
who once broke her heart, and Jason Adler, her financial partner. Soon, she finds herself torn between the two men.
 A Silken Thread Sawyer, Kim Vogel.
For readers who love a heartwarming romance and a rich historical setting comes a tale of a young woman with a
heavy burden, the International Cotton Exposition, and the pursuit of true love.
 Hearts in Harmony (An Amish Journey Novel) Wiseman, Beth.
The first novel in the new Amish Journeys series by bestselling author Beth Wiseman, Hearts in Harmony explores
how far the heart will travel for the melody of love.
LARGE PRINT FICTION: Dystopian
 The Stranger Game Gadol, Peter.
A literary suspense novel in which an eerie social game goes viral and spins perilously—and criminally—out of
control.
LARGE PRINT FICTION: Fantasy
 Empire of Sand (The Books of Ambha) Suri, Tasha.
A nobleman's daughter with magic in her blood. An empire built on the dreams of enslaved gods. Empire of Sand is
Tasha Suri's captivating, Mughal India-inspired debut fantasy.
LARGE PRINT FICTION: General
 The Fifteen Wonders of Daniel Green Boyce, Erica.
Sometimes wonder is found not beyond the stars, but a few feet from your own front door...
 Milkman: A Novel Burns, Anna.
Milkman is a tale of gossip and hearsay, silence and deliberate deafness. The story of inaction with enormous
consequences and decisions that are never made, but for which people are judged and punished.
 The Adults Hulse, Caroline.
A couple (now separated), plus their daughter, plus their new partners, all on an epic Christmas vacation. What
could go wrong? This razor-sharp novel puts a darkly comic twist on seasonal favorites like Love Actually and The
Holiday.
 The End of Loneliness: A Novel Wells, Benedict.
From internationally bestselling author Benedict Wells, a sweeping novel of love and loss, and of the lives we never
get to live.
.LARGE PRINT FICTION: Historical
 The Bookshop of the Broken Hearted Hillman, Robert.
In 1960s Australia, a lonely farmer finds his life turned upside down by the arrival of a vibrant librarian.
 The Last Year of the War Meissner, Susan.
A German-American teen finds her life and identity turned upside-down when her father is accused of being a Nazi
sympathizer, triggering her family's forced relocation into a Texas internment camp.
 The Editor Rowley, Steven.
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A struggling writer in 1990s New York City gets his big break from none other than Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis.
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LARGE PRINT FICTION: Mystery & Detective
 Unto Us a Son Is Given, No. 28 (Guido Brunetti) Leon, Donna.
When an elderly family friend is urged to bequeath his fortune to a specific heir before suddenly dropping dead,
Commissario Guido Brunetti untangles a disturbing mystery from the victim's past.
 Triple Jeopardy, No. 2 (Daniel Pitt) Perry, Anne.
The lawyer son of Charlotte and Thomas Pitt is forced to defend a disreputable British diplomat in the wake of an
embezzlement scandal and rumors of his link to a murder cover-up.
 Widow's Wreath: A Martha's Vineyard Mystery Riggs, Cynthia.
It’s a case of cold feet―and cold-blooded murder―as 92-year-old poet/sleuth Victoria Trumbull gets more than she
bargained for after hosting an ill-fated wedding.
 Miss Julia Takes the Wheel, No. 22 (Miss Julia) Ross, Ann B.
Miss Julia's efforts to understand mysteries surrounding an unscrupulous new doctor and his painfully shy wife are
complicated by Lloyd's first car and a newly divorced LuAnne's makeover in accordance with a new funeral home
job.
LARGE PRINT FICTION: Romance
 The Girl He Used to Know Garvis-Graves, Tracey.
A tumultuous but tender love affair between a socially awkward chess club member and a courageous, quirky girl is
shattered by an unforeseen tragedy that forces them to confront respective anxieties when they reunite a decade
later.
LARGE PRINT FICTION: Suspense
 The A List, No. 14 (Ali Reynolds) Jance, J. A.
Settling into a quieter life a decade after a career scandal, a once-high-profile newscaster is approached by someone
from her past who compels her to make a difficult choice.
 The Last Act Parks, Brad.
Accepting a lucrative six-month job from the FBI, a struggling stage actor impersonates a felon to get close to the
fearsome head of one of Mexico's deadliest cartels.
 Beautiful Bad Ward, Annie.
In the most explosive and twisted psychological thriller since The Woman in the Window, a perfect love story leads
to the perfect crime.
LARGE PRINT FICTION: Western
 Fugitive Sheriff Massey, Edward.
From the moment he pins his father’s bloodied star on his chest, Sheriff Simms fulfills his calling, hunts his father’s
killer, and eludes the U.S. marshal with his fallen-away Mormon deputies who hunt the sheriff for the bounty on his
head levied because he maintains two families. Over four years, the sheriff brings the killer to justice and stays a
step ahead of the marshals. When the deputized Judases capture Simms, his community engineers his escape.
Legislation dissolves his church and transfers its property to the government. The U.S. marshal faces greater profits
as court receiver. The murderer stands before the firing squad, and Sheriff Simms is no longer a fugitive.
 The Reckoning (A Youngblood Brothers Western Book 2) Wolfe, Ethan J.
The Youngblood brothers, Jack and Emmet, are called back into service by Judge Isaac Parker in an all new
historical western adventure. Sally Chisum, niece of the late John Chisum of New Mexico, sells one thousand head
of cattle to the Indian reservation in Fort Smith. Nine drovers off the reservation agree to drive the herd from New
Mexico to Arkansas. At the midpoint, just south of the Red River, the nine drovers are attacked and killed and the
herd is stolen. Judge Parker assigns Marshal Jack Youngblood and his brother, Emmet, the daunting task of tracking
down the men responsible for the gruesome crime and bringing them to justice. The brothers recruit the services of
veteran army scout Red Moon to track for them.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------LARGE PRINT NONFICTION: Mid-Life Management
 Lessons From Lucy: The Simple Joys of an Old, Happy Dog Barry, Dave.
Pulitzer Prize-winning columnist and bestselling author of Dave Barry Turns 40 now shows how to age gracefully,
taking cues from his beloved and highly intelligent dog, Lucy.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------CD’S FICTION: Mystery & Detective
 Unto Us a Son Is Given, No. 28 (Guido Brunetti) Leon, Donna.
When an elderly family friend is urged to bequeath his fortune to a specific heir before suddenly dropping dead,
Commissario Guido Brunetti untangles a disturbing mystery from the victim's past.
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 Toxic Game, No. 15 (GhostWalker) Feehan, Christine.
A GhostWalker doctor and a woman with enhanced senses discover the power of their new anti-terrorism
partnership at the same time they are infected by a deadly biological weapon.
 Deep Harbor Michaels, Fern.
Immersing herself in her job as assistant to a congressman after the death of her only family member, Carol Ann
"CJ" Jansen uncovers possible evidence of her boss' corrupt activities before his sudden disappearance.
 Silent Night Steel, Danielle.
A psychiatrist gives up her uncomplicated life when she becomes the guardian of her niece, a child star turned
emotionally traumatized patient in the aftermath of a devastating tragedy.
CD’S FICTION: Suspense
 Dark Tribute, No. 24 (Eve Duncan) Johansen, Iris.
Kidnapped by a mysterious adversary from her grandfather's past, violin prodigy Cara Delaney struggles to escape
and protect her loved ones from becoming casualties of dark forces from her tragic childhood.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------DVD: Comedy
 Holmes and Watson
The Step Brothers are reunited - this time playing the world's greatest detective and his loyal sidekick & biographer.
DVD: Drama
 Masterpiece: Victoria, Season 3
Created and written by Daisy Goodwin, Victoria is a landmark account of the life of one of history's greatest
monarchs. With an ensemble cast of award-winning talent, Victoria draws on real-life events and the Queen's own
exhaustive diaries to paint a vivid portrait of her transformation from an impulsive 18-year-old to her early years as
wife, mother, and head of a global empire.




On the Basis of Sex
Felicity Jones stars as a young Ruth Bader Ginsburg, who brings a groundbreaking case to the U.S. Court of
Appeals that overturns a century of gender discrimination.
Ray Donovan: The Sixth Season
Ray rebuilds his life in New York City.



Stan & Ollie
Laurel & Hardy go on a whirlwind tour to try and reconnect with their fans, but face an uncertain future with their
golden era behind them.
 Welcome to Marwen
Welcome to Marwen is a miraculous true story, starring Steve Carell, about one broken man's fight as he discovers
how artistic imagination can restore the human spirit.
DVD: Horror
 Escape Room
Six strangers find themselves in circumstances beyond their control and must use their wits to find the clues or die.
DVD: Kids & Family
 Bumblebee
On a mission to protect Earth, the battle-scarred and broken Bumblebee is found and repaired by a teenager named
Charlie. They must work together to save the planet from the evil Decepticons in this action-packed adventure for
the whole family.








A Dog's Way Home
A Dog's Way Home chronicles the heartwarming adventure of Bella, a dog who embarks on an epic 400-mile
journey home after she is separated from her beloved human.
Fancy Nancy: Volume 1
Freaky Friday 3-Movie Collection
Home
In the year's hit comedy, a lovable misfit from another planet meets a girl named Tip. The two unlikely friends
embark on the greatest journey of all time...the journey HOME.
The Kid Who Would Be King
In this epic adventure, when a bullied kid discovers Excalibur, the legendary Sword in the Stone, he and his friends
(and enemies) join the wizard Merlin (Patrick Stewart) to fight evil!
Kim Possible: The Classic Animated Series
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DVD: Science Fiction/Fantasy
 Glass
M. Night Shyamalan brings together two of his standout original films—Unbreakable and Split— in this explosive
comic book thriller. Elijah Price, also known as Mr. Glass (Samuel L. Jackson), finds David Dunn (Bruce Willis)
pursuing Kevin Wendell Crumb's superhuman figure, The Beast (James McAvoy), in a series of escalating
encounters. Price, armed with secrets critical to both men, emerges as a shadowy orchestrator.





Mortal Engines
Peter Jackson presents a world unlike any you've seen. A young woman leads a band of outcasts to stop London, a
predator city on wheels, from devouring everything in its path.
Replicas
Keanu Reeves leads this suspenseful sci-fi thriller about a neuroscientist who secretly tries to clone and create
replicas of his family after a tragic car crash.
Willow
Willow is a timeless fantasy tale where heroes come in all sizes. Filled with magic and danger it is the ultimate story
of good versus evil.
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